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We present the results of processing of age-momentum correlation spectra that were measured for glycerol by
the gamma-induced positron spectroscopy facility. Our research has shown that the shape of experimental s(t)
curve cannot be explained without introduction of the intermediate state of positronium (Ps), called quasi-free Ps.
This state yields the wide Doppler line near zero lifetimes. We discuss the possible properties of this intermediate
Ps state from the viewpoint of developed model. The amount of annihilation events produced by quasi-free Ps is
estimated to be less than 5% of total annihilations. In the proposed model, quasi-free Ps serves as a precursor for
trapped Ps of para - and ortho -states.
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1. Introduction

temperatures between 46 and 122 C. Glycerol has been
chosen as a convenient modeling substance because of its

Among the set of positron annihilation methods, the

physical properties, that signicantly change with tem-

age-momentum correlation (AMOC) technique yields

perature, namely viscosity, which is of greater interest

the most complementary information about the fate of

for the current experiment, as it should inuence the es-

positron inside the investigated medium, that is its life-

timated time of medium reorganization in the presence

time (or age) and the energy of annihilation gamma-

of Ps and the growth of its bubble state.

-quanta.

Although these properties may tell researcher

2. Experimental details

more information together than their separate measurements (i.e. a lifetime and Doppler spectra, respectively),
The

the task of interpretation of 2-dimensional spectrum is
practically more dicult.

Recently we applied an ap-

general

description

and

advantages

of

GiPS-

-AMOC technique and its comparison with conventional

proach based on such 2-dimensional interpretation of

technique were discussed previously [2].

AMOC spectrum, that helped us to verify the diusion-

it mainly because of a perfect signal-to-background ra-

-recombination model of Ps for the water, whose spec-

tio and the absence of dissolved or sandwiched positron

trum has been measured with gamma-induced modica-

source.

tion of AMOC technique where slowing-down radiation

(99.95% grade) was heated in a vacuum oven in order to

gives birth to positron [1].

remove water before measurement. During the measure-

The lack of 2-dimensional approach is a relatively low
count rate for each bin of the spectrum, that results in a
large value for a relative error estimation. Additionally,
the signicant amount of bins in AMOC spectrum has
no events, that makes it not reasonable to apply the chi-square approach for a tting procedure.
To
of

verify

the

interpretation

Ps
of

formation
the

mechanism

gamma-induced

by

means

positron

spectroscopy-AMOC (GiPS-AMOC) spectra, we propose
an alternative approach, which eliminates some of these
issues.

It has been applied to a glycerol at the set of

We consider

Before the experiment, the amount of glycerol

ment the nitrogen has been bubbled through the glycerol,
and the entry of new air from outside has been prevented.
The supply system is located inside the irradiation chamber and exposed to bremsstrahlung, which gives birth to
positrons inside the investigated volume. It is consisted
of in-chamber kapton vessel, which was connected with
plastic tubes to pump and heating systems, located outside the chamber.

This scheme eliminated the appear-

ance of positrons inside the most of auxiliary systems.
The processing of experimental spectra has been done
as follows.

From the AMOC spectrum, we extracted

three experimental curves:
1.

The lifetime spectrum

N (t),

which is calculated

as a projection of AMOC spectrum on time axis.
∗ corresponding author; e-mail:

zmitja@yandex.ru

For

each t, the number of events was summed for events with
energies of

(821)

E = mc2 ± 5

keV.
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2.

The Doppler spectrum

D(E),

which is a projec-

tion of AMOC spectrum on energy axis. To obtain this
dependence for each energy, the number of events was
summed over all ages in the given spectrum.
3. The sharpness curve, or
culated at a given

t

s(t)

curve, which is cal-

as a ratio of two sums of events,

namely the number of events in a narrow range (E =
mc2 ± 0.7 keV) and the number of events in a full range
2
(chosen as E = mc ± 3 keV). The signicant part of the
data is chosen between −0.3 ns and +6 ns with respect
to zero age time.
As a measure of goodness-of-t, the collective chi-square functional was chosen, which is introduced as a
sum of squared residuals between models (see below) and

Fig. 1. The model of positron formation with quasi-free state.

corresponding experimental data, weighted with inverse
error estimates. Its minimization yielded the results re-

line shape similar to that of free

ported below.

corresponds to

1/λe+ .

e+

state, and its lifetime

This assumption was introduced

to get rid of additional model parameters which make

3. Gauss-exponential model with quasi-free Ps
The

main

purpose

of

newly

developed

theoretical

model is to describe the peculiarity of the data, particularly of

s(t)

curve, where a peak in the region of zero

tting less stable. We tried to t these properties independently, but no notable dierence was found between
free values and equated to the values for

e+ .

The formulated model yields the following set of kinetic equations for

e+

and Ps concentrations:

teracts weaker with medium staying untrapped for some

dcqf (t)
= −κcqf − λe+ cqf , cqf (0) = 1 − Ifree ,
(1)
dt
dce+ (t)
= −λe+ ce+ , ce+ (0) = Ifree ,
(2)
dt
dcp−Ps (t)
= 0.25κcqf − λp−Ps cp−Ps ,
dt
cp−Ps (0) = 0,
(3)
dco−Ps (t)
= 0.75κcqf − λo−Ps co−Ps ,
dt
co−Ps (0) = 0.
(4)
Here, Ifree is the fraction of positrons that does not form
Ps after the ionizational stopping, ci is the occupation
+
number of i-th species, namely positron (e ), qf-Ps, or-

time. Such a delocalized electronpositron pair may be

tho - and para -Ps.

observed via its annihilation until its trapping occurs in

solved giving

the medium. To become trapped, it should nd a struc-

we sum items from the solutions of Eqs. (1)(4) multi-

tural defect with suitable size, and our estimates give the

plied by corresponding annihilation rates

age channel is observed for all temperatures of glycerol.
This feature means that at short lifetimes the shape
of the Doppler spectrum varies from wide to narrow and
then back to wide. We propose the following explanation
to this phenomenon. The hot positron entering the investigated medium quickly loses its energy (this time is
estimated as some picoseconds for a broad range of liquids), and then it becomes solvated by the surrounding
medium at a time of about 10 ps (estimates for electron trapping, see [3]).

However, some part of these

primary positrons form bounded state, which is called
positronium (Ps).

Because of electroneutrality, Ps in-

minimal radius of 2 Å for this preexisting cavity.

This

ci .

This set of equations can be easily

To obtain a lifetime spectrum from here,

Our current model is mainly similar to the one used

Ntheor (t) ' cqf λe+ + ce+ λe+ + cp−Ps λp−Ps
+ co−Ps λo−Ps .
(5)
2
2
We used the regions of mc ± 0.7 keV and mc ± 3 keV
to calculate s(t) curve from given binned AMOC experimental data C(Ei , tj ) by summing it in these regions
for given tj , correcting sums on background contribu-

in [4], especially in the part of physical origins of juve-

tion, and then dividing corrected sum for narrow range

nile broadening and general way of model construction,

by that for wide range.

search may take some time, which is expected to extract
from the experiment. Thus, in the framework of the proposed model, the appearance of a wide component in the
Doppler spectrum at short lifetimes is explained as annihilation of delocalized (or quasi-free) Ps.

except some details which will be highlighted below.

The fraction of background events is obtained by

Let us show how quasi-free Ps is introduced to the

means of the following procedure. At rst, the Doppler

theoretical model. After the process of ionizational slow-

spectrum is tted with Gaussian components and a step-

ing down, positron either remains in a free state, or

wise curve as an additive background. After tting the

it becomes binded with any of intratrack electrons and

total proportion of background events is obtained as well

forms quasi-free positronium state (qf-Ps). Then quasi-

as parameters dening the shape of background compo-

-free state is trapped with the rate of
and

o-Ps

states, see Fig. 1.

κ

to localized

p-Ps

In the proposed model we

assume that this quasi-free Ps state possesses a Doppler

nent.
The equation for theoretical model for

s(t)

is derived

from Eq. (5) by taking into account that every its item
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should be multiplied by the integral of the Doppler line
with Gaussian shape, taken in the range of

mc2 ± 0.7 keV

2

mc ± 3 keV for denominator

s(t) = (cqf + ce+ )λe+ H1 (σe+ ) + cp−Ps λp−Ps

× H1 (σp−Ps ) + co−Ps λo−Ps H1 (σo−Ps )
.
(cqf + ce+ )λe+ H2 (σe+ )

for numerator and


+ cp−Ps λp−Ps H2 (σp−Ps ) + co−Ps λo−Ps H2 (σo−Ps ) .
(6)

Here
where

Hi (σ) =
∆1 = 0.7

R mc2 +∆i
mc2 −∆i
keV and



2 2
)
− (E−mc
2σ 2

exp
∆2 = 3

 √
( 2πσ) dE ,

keV.

To construct the model for the Doppler spectrum,
the annihilation contribution of corresponding Gaussian
components should be computed for free positrons, or-

tho - and para -positronium.
as

hi ,

These fractions, denoted

are easily derived from the solutions of (1)(4).

Now we obtain the expression for the Doppler spectrum

Dtheor (E) =

3
X
i=1

h
√ i exp
2πσi

The background component



(E − mc2 )2
2σi2

B(E)


+ B(E).
(7)

has been previously

tted to processed spectrum with a stepwise function.
The resolution function for energy detector is taken
into account by presuming its Gaussian shape, and, given
that the shape of the Doppler components is the same,
the standard deviation which enters Eq. (7) should be cal-

q
2 + σ2
σi = σrf
i,unc . The parameter of resolution function σrf is found from independent experiments
+
and σi,unc is uncorrected standard deviation for e , p-Ps,
and o-Ps Doppler components.
culated as:

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of τo−Ps (top) and
trapping rate κ (bottom) for glycerol.
it is caused by the neglecting of Ps chemical reactions in
the current model.

4. Results

σi for the shape of the Doppler
1.16 ± 0.01 keV for free e+ and 1.02 ±

Standard deviations
line are equal to

The collective t of three theoretical models (5), (7),

0.02

keV for

o-Ps.

They do not show any temperature

trend as well.

of obtained model parameters, that are discussed in this

0.3 keV (46 C) up to 0.2 keV (122 C).

section.

As a reference data for comparison with new

The values for

σp−Ps

(6) to corresponding experimental data resulted in a set

◦

are varying from

◦

The trapping rate

κ

for quasi-free Ps turns out to be

results, we used a 3-exponential decomposition of lifetime

in the range of 3560 1/ns (Fig. 2), which corresponds

spectra measured by Duplâtre and reported in [5].

to the time of 1630 ps.

These values are close to the

Annihilation rates for para - and ortho -positronium

values obtained in [4], where they have the meaning of Ps

η(T )

slowing down times in condensed state media. It should

(e.g. see [6]), that was not xed because we were unable

be interesting to compare these estimates to the time of

to nd its value for glycerol in the available literature.

Ps bubble growth.

were parameterised via a contact density parameter

The obtained values of

η

are about

0.65 ± 0.03

having any noticeable temperature trend.

e+

without

The lifetime

According to estimations proposed

◦

by Mikhin et al. [7], it varies from 6 ns at 50 C to 1 ns

◦
at 70 C, which is more than obtained values for

1/κ.

0.36 ± 0.01 ns through

This means that the limiting stage for Ps trapping is the

all measured temperatures. The dependence for lifetimes

search of an empty space in the medium, and not the

of ortho -positronium on temperature is drawn in Fig. 2.

Ps bubble growth, which should be large enough to allow

It is in a good agreement with the reference data. The

the trapping of Ps.

of free

and qf-Ps is found to be

dierences between them may be caused by xing the
formation ratio of

o-Ps

and

p-Ps

in Eq. (3), (4) to 3/1

in the present work, whereas it was obtained as a free
parameter from the lifetime data.

The lifetime of

o-Ps

Annihilation fractions

hi

drawn in Fig. 3 are compared

to corresponding intensities from exponential decomposition.

We observe a good agreement with reference

data for

o-Ps.

The integral annihilation fraction for

p-Ps

shows the falling trend which is similar to the previously

slightly diers from the estimates obtained from lifetime

reported results. This behaviour is discussed in [5] and

spectra. The estimates of errors for parameters, drawn
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of a delocalized Ps state at early stages of Ps interaction
with the medium.

In other words, the trapping rate

κ

for that delocalized state, named quasi-free Ps, has nite value and the contribution to annihilation produced
by qf-Ps diers from zero outside the range of estimated
errors.

Though the shape of the hump feature in

s(t)

curve can be potentially changed by instrumental eects
and data processing (e.g. see [9]), we should note that the
presented way of AMOC spectrum interpretation should
not substitute the complementary analysis of this data,
including the extended analysis of background components as well as radiolysis mechanisms taken into account.
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